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Innovations in Smart Cities
Applications Edition 2
The Proceedings of the Third International Conference on Smart City
Applications
Presents the Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Smart City
Applications (SCA2018), held in Tétouan, Morocco on October 10–11, 2018
Covers the latest research on smart cities, smart building, home automation,
and smart earth
Written by respected experts in the field
This book highlights cutting-edge research presented at the third installment of the
International Conference on Smart City Applications (SCA2018), held in Tétouan, Morocco on
October 10–11, 2018. It presents original research results, new ideas, and practical lessons
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learned that touch on all aspects of smart city applications. The respective papers share new
and highly original results by leading experts on IoT, Big Data, and Cloud technologies, and
address a broad range of key challenges in smart cities, including Smart Education and
Intelligent Learning Systems, Smart Healthcare, Smart Building and Home Automation, Smart
Environment and Smart Agriculture, Smart Economy and Digital Business, and Information
Technologies and Computer Science, among others. In addition, various novel proposals
regarding smart cities are discussed. Gathering peer-reviewed chapters written by prominent
researchers from around the globe, the book offers an invaluable instructional and research
tool for courses on computer and urban sciences; students and practitioners in computer
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science, information science, technology studies and urban management studies will find it
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particularly useful. Further, the book is an excellent reference guide for professionals and
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researchers working in mobility, education, governance, energy, the environment and computer
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sciences.
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